Dorset Coast Forum
Independent, strategic,
neutral, multi-sector
partnership
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Dorset Coast Forum team

Tony Flux, Chair

Rhiannon Jones,
DCF Coordinator

Matilda Manley,
LFCS Coordinator

Lee Hardy, Vice Chair

Nikki Parker-Goadsby,
DCF Support Officer

Sarah Spurling,
LFCS Project Officer

Bridget Betts, Secretariat

Martin Sutcliffe,
FLAG Animateur

Martin Svyret,
Aquaculture Development
Officer

This is not my first forum meeting while I’ve been in post as coordinator but It’s the first
one I’ve been able to attend and I’m really glad to be back at the helm of DCF. This is the
what the team looks like currently. Tony and Lee have already introduced themselves.
Bridget Betts is now our Secretariat.
Myself and Nikki look after the core work of DCF, Martin Sutcliffe is the FLAG Officer and
Martin Svyret is our ADO. The LFCS team is headed up by Matilda who is back from leave
next month and Sarah is the project officer. Caroline Richards, has left her role as the
support officer but is kindly helping us out today as her last day with us! And we also
have Angela with us until December who has been helping out for the past few months
and has been organising this event for us.
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Issues we work on:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coastal change and adaptation
Coastal defences
Fisheries and Aquaculture
Economic Regeneration of coastal communities
Health and Well-being of coastal communities
Marine and Coastal pollution and litter
River Catchment management
Marine planning and policy

We are an independent, neutral partnership who provide a platform for discussion for
coastal and marine issues along the Dorset coast. We are involved with all of the above
either by managing and delivering large and small projects, running engagement events
and disseminating information, facilitation and consultations, funding and bid writing,
creating and delivering strategies or administering specific groups.
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Current Projects
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Dorset Coastal Connections
Current:
• 18 projects delivered across Dorset
• £5.6 million Coastal Community Funding totalling £12.5 million spent
• Working in partnership
• Projects that connect people to the coast, connecting coastal
communities to each other & connecting the Dorset coast to the ‘wider
world’
Future:
• Build on the work delivered – additional projects and connected work
• Look at the CCT plans for future areas for delivery

Dorset Coastal connections is currently one our big projects. We’ve had 3 years to
deliver a portfolio of 18 projects along the coast. These projects have all been centred
on connecting people to the coast, connecting communities and connecting Dorset to
the wider world. Its been an excellent project for DCF to deliver and although its had its
challenges at times, the overall outcome is fantastic for Dorset. It’s the first portfolio
project that has been delivered under CCF and I think the team has done it justice in its
delivery. Its been an excellent example of true partnership working across the whole of
the County. We’ve worked with many different organisations and have been able to
tailor how those partnerships work to do what's best for individual projects.
The feedback from CCF has been very favourable throughout its delivery- it’s a real
shame that Mark Holder can’t be here today as I’m sure he’d rave about it- so I’ll rave on
his behalf!
That being said its due to finish in December 2019 and while we are cutting it fine,
hopefully we shall all be finished in time.
Its been a massive project and time has flown by but already we need to look at the
future. So we shall be looking to build on the work delivered already, the partnerships
that have formed and also re-look at our Coastal Community Team Economic
Regeneration Plans to see what has been delivered and what areas need work on next.
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https://www.dorsetcoasthaveyoursay.co.uk/

The 18 projects were spread right across the county and range from creating
welcome hubs, defining spaces for visitors and residents, creating new pedestrian
and cycleways and improving public realm in general but all projects have the
same running theme of using creativity and local artists to bring connection to
the local communities. The public were engaged and consulted throughout the
process at events, in person and also by using our website. The website was an
excellent tool for the project. It allowed us to easily keep members of the public
up to date and to also have a constant line of communication open with the
public. There are too many projects to go through individually but the website is
still the place to go to find out more.
It’s a specific website that we would definitely recommend for projects that are
looking to constantly engage with a large groups of stakeholders.
Lyme Regis Cycle access - to create an arts trail cycle path link to connect Lyme
town mill and Uplyme and provide safe access.
West Bay Visitor Hub - as a central orientation point with signage and
information available to enable safe access and use of West Bay.
West Bay cycle access - to connect Bridport and West Bay with a cycling/walking
path.
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East Cliff and West Bay Beach Access - to improve safety, access and sea defence
incorporating a more artistic and quirky design working with the community to
achieve this.
West Dorset Welcome Project - to enhance, improve and celebrate the entry and
exit points along the coast path at eight rural locations.
Weymouth Catenary Lighting along the promenade - to connect three areas
along the promenade- the heritage end, the centre (where the laser lights
currently are) and a continuation to the end of the pavilion peninsula with the
intention of drawing people along the promenade. This lighting project will be
supported by a strong community engagement component.
Fossil Forest - to reinstate access and improve interpretation. Old interpretive
signage is to be updated and pathway access to the forest reinstated and
improved.
Norden Welcome Hub - to provide enhancement and improved facilities ready for
the mainline connection for Swanage Railway.
Kimmeridge Welcome Hub - to transform the marine centre into a welcome hub
interpreting newly designated Marine Protected Areas in Dorset’s coastal waters
Public Realm Enhancements at Canford Cliff (Poole) - developments will double
the amount of beach huts at Canford Cliffs and with the CCF funds improve
facilities and public realm in this area
Bournemouth Public realm promenade regeneration at Bournemouth Pier
Approach (phase 2) - to improve the public realm and digital connectivity
Christchurch Cycle Access to promote the existence of the 24 mile cycle network
which will make it easier for residents and visitors to be connected to the coast.
Christchurch Public realm Promenade Project at Mudeford
Highcliffe Castle Beach Access to Improve the 'zig-zag' access ramp and steps
Christchurch Coastal Access to create a more resilient structure to defend against
potential storm damage and sea level rise
Digital Connectivity to provide gateway sites where people can connect to Wifi
along the Dorset coast
Community Art Installations to highlight the issues relating to litter on the
beaches and deliver a connected campaign to reduce this. This will be linked with
local food businesses.
Connecting Coast through Activities to develop the iCoast website which
promotes 26 different activities and 350 businesses along the coast currently.
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Dorset and East Devon Fisheries Local Action Group

The Fisheries Local Action Group started in February 2017 and has been driven by a
community led local development strategy which was developed by talking to the sector
and seeing what they needed. It covers small fishing communities from Swanage
through to Beer and ended up with nearly a million pounds worth of projects being
funded. Projects that were submitted for funding were put to a board of local
stakeholders from the fisheries and aquaculture sector for technical and industrial
expertise and approval.
It is funded by the European and Maritime Fisheries Fund and the Marine Management
Organisation and this funding comes to an end in December 2019.
The FLAG has:
Funded 37 projects
Invested nearly £1million in local fisheries and aquaculture
Created 15 FTE
Created 1 SME
Funded 2 research projects
Our officers have also facilitated nearly £1.5 million worth of projects to the main EMFF
fund.
In addition to this the forum of the FLAG has brought a unique space where people who
work within fisheries and aquaculture have the chance to discuss projects and local
issues. It has brought together local fishing associations, businesses, operators,
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regulators and other interested parties to be able to hold open discussions about the
needs of Dorset and Devon.
As the FLAG comes to an end, we are now looking to continue its success by:
Expanding the FLAG to include the whole of Dorset.
Update the strategy tit has worked to to see what has been delivered and what aspects
need more work and focus
Continue to facilitate applicants to an interim national funding scheme, imaginatively
named EFF, in anticipation for a new national FLAG scheme in the future.
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Aquaculture Development Officer
• Funded through the FLAG
• Representing Dorset through the Dorset Coast Forum
at local, regional and national meetings
• Developing the Virtual Aquaculture Hub
• Developing the Dorset Marine Aquaculture Strategy
• Supporting the Seafood 2040 Strategic Framework by
attending the Aquaculture Leadership Group

As part of the FLAG, an Aquaculture Development Officer was funded. The need for an
ADO came out of workshops held with aquaculture stakeholders in early 2018.
The ADO has been tasked with:
• Representing DCF at high level national meetings to ensure Dorset is recognised as a
place for aquaculture development
• Developing a Virtual Aquaculture Hub- a one stop resource where anyone can go to
find out information about Dorset’s aquaculture industry, licensing required and look
at mapped areas of potential sites.
• A key part of his is the development of the Dorset Marine Aquaculture Strategy which
is due to be ready for circulation in January 2020. We’ve recently held workshops to
get feedback to shape the content of the strategy and draw out key actions that are
needed to help the sector.
We hope to be able to continue the ADO role to be able to:
• Deliver the actions of the strategy to grow and support the industry. While it is an
industry led strategy, we know how important it is to have a driving force behind it to
ensure key actions are delivered.
• Promote Dorset on a local, regional and national scale
• Work more closely with partners across Dorset
• Host and update the Hub- keeping it relevant and up to date with the sector.
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Litter Free Coast and Sea

Swanage Campaign
• Clean Seas Week- April 2019
• Going Green is Good for Business Events
• Environment Day
• Sustainable Swanage

The Art of Food and Drink
• Part of the Dorset Coastal Connections Project
• ‘Leave Only Footprints’ sculptures at 4 locations

Love Your Harbour
• Producing a 2 minute animation about the effects of ‘blackwater’
• Partnership with Natural England

LFCS has been a long standing project of the forum. Each year brings new projects
within it and for the past few years the team have undertook an extensive work
programme to help improve and maintain bathing water quality in Swanage with a focus
on the reduction of fats, oils and greases and improving Swanage beach by helping to
reduce coastal litter. This focussed work programme has had some great outcomes for
the Swanage community and the level of engagement there has led to legacy events and
groups being formed:
Running the Clean Seas Week at Durlston
Setting up a new business engagement group- going green is good for business -through
a range of events, breakfasts and evening presentations.
Setting up the Swanage Environment Day to raise awareness of FOG and LFCS but also to
help provide an annual engagement event for Swanage- its just had its second year if the
event.
Setting up the Sustainable Swanage group which consists of STC, businesses, members
of the public and other groups to work together to make changes to the town to
improve sustainability. This group came out of the going green is good for business
events.
The Art of Food and Drink
Part of DoCC project. Artist Jack Raisey was commissioned to make sculptures along the
theme of ‘leave only footprints’ and they were installed at 4 locations to help raise
awareness of marine and beach litter. They had mixed reviews with vandalaisation and
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complete destruction of one- shows they provoked strong reactions. We’re currently
looking for homes for the remaining sculptures and graphics.

Love your harbour
Producing a film about the effects of blackwater which is the discharge of raw sewage
from leisure boats. This can have a huge effect on the surrounding environment due to
eutrophication, increased level of E.Coli and effects on shellfish growing in the area. We
are producing a 2 minute animation to help engage with leaisure boat users about why
they should use pump out stations and not just dump overboard.
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Weymouth
Gateway Project

Swanage Town
Centre Flood
Defence and
Public Realm
Project

Marine Planning
Stakeholder
Engagement
Community Planning in MPA’s
Aquaculture
Showcase
Event

A few other projects we have been involved with:
Swanage Town Centre Flood Defence - DCF are currently working with SCCF, EA, BCP, DC
and STC to look at a project to combine much needed flood defences with public realm
improvements. The SCCF have been campaigning for some flood defences for a long
time and the Environment Agency has recently completed some flood risk modelling of
the area which will inform what kind of defences are needed. In addition to this, there is
an ambition to include some public realm improvements to Lower High Street and some
surrounding areas. The overall aim is to protect and enhance the area while providing a
public space where the community and businesses can congregate and create a hub and
focus for the town centre.
DCF will be holding public consultations in the Spring to ask the community about the
public realm improvements and the potential flood defences in the area. This project is
still developing and evolving.
Weymouth Gateway Project
DCF submitted a bid to the South West Railway Customer and Community Fund in
partnership with Dorset Council, Weymouth Bid, Weymouth Town Council and Public
Health for a bid to improve the area surrounding Weymouth Train Station. We are still
waiting for the outcome but potentially the project will transform that area by making
provisions for pedestrians and bike links, redesigning the bus station links, having
creative wayfinding and redesign and resurface the carpark. The overall aim is to create
a welcoming space for visitors, residents and businesses and also address some key
issues with the layout.
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MMO Stakeholder engagement- we have been working with the MMO on a series on
tasks to try and engage hard to reach stakeholders. Most of the coastal partnerhsips have
been working on similar projects for their area. We are currently working with the Devon
Maritime Forum and the Solent Forum to produce an animation that can be used across
our areas to explain how people can use the South Marine Plan and why its important.
Community Planning in MPAs- This project was led by the Dorset Wildife Trust and
Southern IFCA and we worked in partnenship with them and representatives of the
fishing industry to create management plans for designated MPAS that reflect the users
and history of those areas. DCF ran thw workshops for the engagement.
Aquaculture Showcase event- we have been working with CEFAS to facilitate workshops
to inform mapping they have been conducting of aquaculture sites in the FLAG area. The
mapping shows potential areas for aquaculture and CEFAS will be presenting those
results at a showcase event in Janury which we are organising. We will also be launching
the outcomes of the Dorset Aquaculture strategy and the Virtual Hub.
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The next big project?

As you can see from my presentation we always have a big to do list- I believe
one of the strengths of the forum is that we’re engaged in many different areas
of work across the coast. Dorset Coastal Connections is coming to an end this
year and while we’ll be sad to see it go it will give us an opportunity to look for
the next big project. We’re always looking to work in partnership with
organisations so watch this space!
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Rhiannon Jones
Dorset Coast Forum Coordinator
Email:
Rhiannon.jones@dorsetcouncil.gov.uk
Tel: 01305 224763
More information on the Dorset Coast
Forum and it’s work can be found at:
www.dorsetcoast.com

Its been a very busy year and I just wanted to say thank you to our staff for working so
hard to deliver these projects, our funders for enabling us to carry out these fantastic
projects and our members for the continued support for the forum.
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